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Writer’s Workshop in Texas
What do we do when students enter our classrooms lacking confidence and fluency in writing? For many 
schools and districts in Texas, the attempted answer to this skills deficit has been to drill students on writing 
the STAAR tasks over and over again. Some teachers make students write 26 lines over and over in the hopes 
that such practice will help students score well on our state tests. We believe that such practice does not raise 
writing confidence and fluency. Students might improve in jumping through a very specific hoop when they 
are challenged to write 26 lines of expository text repeatedly, but their versatility as writers, their confidence 
in writing, and their joy in writing will have paid a price.

Today, the brightest minds in literacy education advocate for a more holistic and personal approach that 
“teaches the writer, then the writing” (as cited by Hicks, 2009, p. 7). As the writing workshop model has 
changed to meet the needs of increased accountability through standardized testing and a widening sense of 
literacy, the model still has remained at its core, “center[ed] on students as writers and provides them the time 
and space to engage in writing” (Hicks, 2009, p. 6). Writing workshop teaches students to make their own 
decisions about their writing. Students become independent writers, making decisions to improve their text 
so that their message is heard. When we implement the writing workshop model with fidelity:

• We allow student choice of writing topics and, therefore, increase students’ motivation to write and 
improve their writing;

• We teach short mini–lessons on craft to the whole class and add to a growing toolbox for students to 
employ;

• We confer with each student individually so each student receives differentiated instruction and 
intervention;

• We publish beyond the classroom walls, which helps students understand that writing is not done for 
the sake of completing assignments, but for the sake of sharing one’s thoughts, feelings, and opinions;

• We nurture a community of writers and create a safe, comforting learning environment where students 
may wrestle with inspiring and sometimes difficult life lessons.

The report, Writing Next, found that writing workshop practices improve student writing. Process writing, 
which includes:

• creating extended opportunities for writing; 
• emphasizing writing for real audiences; 
• encouraging cycles of planning, translating, and reviewing; 
• stressing personal responsibility and ownership of writing projects; 
• facilitating high levels of student interactions; 
• developing supportive writing environments; 
• encouraging self–reflection and evaluation; 
• and offering personalized individual assistance, brief instructional lessons to meet students’ individual 

needs, and, in some instances, more extended and systematic instruction, 
was found to have a significant effect (Graham & Perin, 2007, p. 19). Inquiry activities, collaboration, 
prewriting, and the study of models were also verified to positively impact student writing (Graham & Perin, 
2007, pp. 15–20). All of these writing practices are explicated in this playbook in the context of preparing 
students for the STAAR expository writing task.

There is so much to recommend writing workshop, and many of us have begun to use it and are fine–tuning 
its implementation in our classrooms. To raise our collective instructional impact, we hope that any teacher 
wishing to learn more about workshop finds professional development in this area.
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Genre Study Units
In keeping with the writing workshop model, we believe that students should be 
writing freely on topics of their own choosing at the beginning of the year and then 
should be guided through genre study units, where they read, write, and discuss 
texts in one genre. Genre study units might span the entire year or be rotated with thematic units where texts 
of different genres about one theme are studied. 

Beginning the Year with The Writer’s Notebook
Many of the strategies (plays) discussed in subsequent chapters begin with students sifting through ideas 
chronicled in their writer’s notebook. Beginning a writer’s notebook and nurturing its use is the greatest gift a 
writing teacher can give a student. 
Willa Cather argued that “most of the basic material a writer works with is acquired before the age of fifteen” 
(as quoted by Murray, 1990). If this is true, we should provide space and opportunity for students to capture 
this “basic material” as soon as possible. Writer’s notebooks are a safe harbor for writers’ first or preliminary 
thoughts on topics of their choosing. Randy Bomer, the director of the Heart of Texas Writing Project at the 
University of Texas, explains:

Student’s writing–to–think is not necessarily all personal, but it often is—because of what kids’ lives are like. Many or most 
of the things they care about are, naturally, personal, and so if they pay attention to their own thinking, then they are 
often drawn to areas of life usually overlooked in the school curriculum. So students choose to write about things that 
come to mind often for them: people important in their lives, interests, activities, personal expertise, memories, plans. 
In a sense, the notebook runs the border between the private and the public—a place where things that are still inside 
can try out their legs outside, where thoughts at least start to become known to the writer, even if they aren’t ready to 
be known by the audience yet. All writing works this way—thoughts, even academic ones, begin where even the writer 
cannot see them and become gradually more public as they develop toward audiences” (Bomer, 2011, pp. 167––168).

Notebooks give students time to interact with their thoughts and ideas without 
fear of evaluation by school expectations. Writers desperately need this time 
to develop confidence and writing fluency. After practicing writing in writer’s 
notebooks all year and processing genre–specific published pieces, students 
can begin the process of filtering through their notebooks for promising STAAR 
expository topics. During the Test as Genre unit, students should have substantial 
practice in taking these topics, written in forms listed on the left–hand side of the following T–chart, and 
transforming them into viable ideas for STAAR expository writing. As you can see in the T–chart, a substantial 
difference lies between expressing information in a writer’s notebook and expository writing for a formal task 
like STAAR. For example, a sketch will need to be formalized as an informational idea to work as an idea for 
the STAAR essay. Each chapter of this Expository Playbook has a section, “The Fundamentals,” which offers 
strategies for helping students transfer their writer’s notebook ideas to viable STAAR ideas.

Expository Writer’s Notebooks Entries Expository STAAR Essay
Notes

Answers a given prompt with a central or 
controlling idea and organized and detailed 

supportive evidence or elaboration

Brainstorming
Jottings
Lists
Pro–con lists
To–do lists
Sketches
Diagrams
Concept maps
Clustering
Response logs
Outlines
Instant messages
Free Write

Move from expository writer’s notebook entries 
to expository STAAR writing in Test as Genre Unit

For more information 
about genre study 
units, see p. 60. 

For more information 
on implementing 
writer’s notebooks in 
your classroom, see 
p. 31.
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The Writer’s Notebook Continued
During the course of the year, and prior to the Test as Genre unit, writer’s notebook entries might have been 
assigned by the teacher or self–selected by a student to explain a known topic. Yet, by nature of a writer’s 
notebook, these writings are free–form and unregimented. A student may write about his neighborhood 
pool’s safety rules, what it is like to be a middle–child, or how he feels about learning English in a new 

school, as you can see in the 
notebook entry on the left. 
(Rief, 2007, p. 48).

Zhiwen, the student writer, is 
not regulating his thoughts 
and ideas into a typical 
expository structure. In 
fact, he does not have a 
central idea. Instead, he is 
freewriting about his feelings 
and reactions to his current 
situation.

These types of entries make 
up the best material for 
more structured expositions 
on any given topic. Imagine 
that Zhiwen is asked to 
write an essay explaining 
the importance of empathy. 
Would he have emphatic 
and provocative examples 
for a strong expository 
stance promoting empathy? 
Absolutely.

If we, as teachers, model 
different informational 
entries all year long, we give 
students the opportunity 
to build the fluency and 
confidence. We ask students 
to write freely and widely 
using these forms, eventually 
answering a given prompt 
with a central idea that has 
organized and detailed 
supporting evidence. 
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Test as Genre Unit
When students have been immersed in reading and writing in different genres throughout the year and the 
STAAR test is drawing near, they are ready to begin a Test as Genre unit. A Test as Genre unit follows the same 
methodology as other genre inquiry units. Students immerse themselves in the genre of the test, reading 
passages they expect to find on the test as well as reading and discussing the types of multiple–choice 
questions they will have to answer. Students explore the writing test’s tasks and prompts. As a result they 
slowly begin to build a rapport with the standardized test. In this case, familiarity breeds confidence. Students 
write passages and questions that emulate the test. Students study writing prompts and write their own. They 
have been reading like writers all year in the other genre inquiry units, reading like poets, reading like op–ed 
journalists, reading like novelists. Now, in the Test as Genre unit, they read like test makers, practicing the 
reader and writer moves they have been honing all year (Atwell, 2002; Bomer 2004; Bomer, 2011; Fletcher & 
Potralupi, 2001; Serafini; Taylor, 2008).

How to Use This Playbook as Part of a Test as Genre Unit
1.  Conduct an expository writing formative assessment. Have students write to one of the prompts on 

pages 148–151.

2.  Create a strengths–and–weaknesses list for your students. Decide which chapters will benefit 
your students the most: focus, organization, development of ideas, progression, or language and 
conventions. 

3. Coach the chapters one at a time, depending on what skills your students need.

4.  Begin instruction of each chapter using the Jeff Anderson Analysis Process (next page) and the two 
published mentor texts. 

5.  Use the coaching strategies (plays) found at the end of each chapter. Gradually release responsibility of 
writing:

a.  Use published mentor text to model effective use of the skill by employing the play to improve 
the teacher’s writing.

b.  Offer multiple opportunities for guided practice of the play—students might use their writing 
or the developing Texas Education Agency (TEA) and Region 13 essays found in each chapter.

c. Students independently practice the play on their own drafts of writing.

6. Use strong TEA and Region 13 essays as reminders of effective use of skills. 

7.  Use developing TEA and Region 13 essays as sources for class, group, and 
independent revision practice.

8. Begin instruction on another chapter, repeating the process.

For a specific 
example using the 
analysis process, 
see pp. 30–31. 
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